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Abstract: Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs), subatomic charged particles of extraterrestrial origin and
with kinetic energies near or exceeding 1 EeV, are very rare.The Telescope Array (TA) experiment in western
Utah is the northern hemisphere’s largest UHECR detector, and consists of three atmospheric fluorescence
detector (FD) stations and a ground array of 507 scintillator detectors. In stand-alone “monocular” operation,
the FDs can observe the widest range in primary UHECR energies. One FD station reuses hardware from the
High Resolution Fly’s Eye experiment; the remaining two FD stations were designed for TA and employ new
hardware and analysis. We present the UHECR energy spectrummeasured by the new FDs in monocular mode
using data collected during the first four years of operation. We also combine this two-FD monocular spectrum
with existing results measured by the third FD, obtaining the combined TA FD monocular spectrum.
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Ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs), subatomic
particles with kinetic energies exceeding 1018 eV, are too
rare for direct detection. An accurate measurement of the
UHECR energy spectrum requires a large-aperture exper-
iment that uses the Earth’s atmosphere as a calorimeter,
measuring the extensive air shower (EAS) cascading from
an inelastic collision between a UHECR “primary” and
an atomic nucleus in an atmospheric gas molecule. The
largest UHECR detector in the northern hemisphere is the
Telescope Array (TA) experiment, located in the desert of
western Utah in the United States [1]. TA began collecting
data in 2007.

Two EAS detection techniques are currently employed
at TA: direct detection of the secondary particles in the
shower at ground level, and measurement of the fluores-
cence light emitted by excited nitrogen in the shower’s
wake. On the desert floor, an array of 507 TA surface
detectors (SDs) on a square grid with 1200-meter spac-
ing records the arrival of secondary EAS particles. The
UHECR energy spectrum from four years of continuous
SD observation has recently been published [2]. Overlook-
ing the SD array are three separate fluorescence detector
(FD) stations situated approximately 21 km from the ar-
ray center. At the north end of the experiment, the Mid-
dle Drum (MD) FD station consists of 14 telescopes re-
furbished from the High Resolution Fly’s Eye experiment
[3]. At the southeast and southwest, respectively, the Black
Rock Mesa (BRM) and Long Ridge (LR) FD stations each
consist of 12 telescopes newly designed for TA. FD obser-
vation is possible on moonless nights, limiting the FD duty
cycle to∼10%.

Combining and comparing data from different compo-
nents of TA allows distinct, corroborating measurements
of physical quantities of interest. When an EAS is detected
by both the SD array and an FD (a “hybrid” event in our
data), or by two FDs simultaneously (a “stereo” event),
the reconstruction of the primary UHECR trajectory has

tighter constraints than an analysis based solely on the SD
data or on observation only by a single FD (“monocular”
analysis). The majority of UHECR detections are neither
hybrid nor stereo events. Monocular observation accumu-
lates data at a rate second only to the SD array, and offers
several additional advantages over hybrid or stereo analy-
sis: it is sensitive to a broader range in energies, its aper-
ture calculation is less sensitive to atmospheric variation
than the corresponding stereo calculation, and its system-
atic uncertainties are independent of those used in the SD
analysis. A monocular measurement of the UHECR en-
ergy spectrum is therefore an important complement to the
same spectrum as measured by the SD array.

Each telescope at either the southern FD stations (BRM
and LR) or the northern station (MD) consists optically
of a spherical mirror focusing light from the sky onto a
256-pixel cluster of close-packed hexagonal photomulti-
plier tubes (PMTs). The contiguous field of view of all tele-
scopes at a single FD station begins at 3◦ above the hori-
zon and spans 30◦ in elevation (28◦ at MD), with azimuthal
coverage of more than 100◦. The PMTs at the southern
and northern FD stations are connected to data acquisition
(DAQ) systems using, respectively, flash analog-to-digital
converter (FADC)-based electronics and sample-and-hold
electronics. A monocular measurement of the UHECR
spectrum using three years of data from MD has been pub-
lished previously [4]. This paper presents the monocular
analysis of data from the two FADC-based FD stations1,
and the result of combining this data set with that of MD
to obtain the combined monocular TA FD spectrum.

The FADC-based DAQ systems at BRM and LR digi-
tize the output of each PMT at a rate of 10 MHz with a 14-
bit dynamic range. The details of the DAQ and trigger elec-

1. Our results are corroborated by a separate monocular analysis
not described in detail here, using computer programs and
processing techniques developed independently from ours [5,
6].
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Geometry cut
Successful timing fit
Good PMT fraction ≥ 3.5%
Number of good PMTs ≥ 6
Npe/degree > 25
Distance (angular speed)> 1.5 km
SDP angle ≤ 80◦

Rp ≥ 500 m
ψ fit uncertainty < 36◦

Timing fit χ2/DOF < 10
Track length > 7◦

(including Ring-2) > 10◦

Zenith angle < 70◦

t0 < 25.6µs
ψ < 110◦

∆t (duration) > 6 µs (for Rp < 5 km)

Table 1: Cuts used to select good data after the geome-
try fitting stage of the Black Rock Mesa and Long Ridge
monocular analysis. The “Ring-2” track-length cut applies
to shower tracks that are detected in whole or in part by
those telescopes with fields of view at higher elevation an-
gles (18◦ to 33◦).

tronics have been described elsewhere [7]. A PMT-level
trigger occurs when the signal in a PMT exceeds its base-
line by six standard deviations in the baseline fluctuation.
Coincident triggers in five or more contiguous PMTs lead
to a readout of synchronized 51.2-µs waveforms from all
3072 PMTs at an FD station.

To process the data from the FDs, we scan each wave-
form to identify the beginning and end of the signal, its
time integral, and the weighted average signal time. The in-
tegrated PMT signal is converted to a number of incident
photoelectronsNpe via the instantaneous detector calibra-
tion, the determination of which is described in detail else-
where [8, 9]. The shower-detector plane (SDP), which con-
tains the FD site origin and the straight-line track of the
detected EAS, is described by normal vector ˆn that mini-
mizes the plane-fitχ2 given by

χ2 =

Ngood

∑
i=1

(n̂ · v̂i)
2 Npe,i, (1)

where ˆvi is the nominal viewing direction of theith “good”
PMT (that is, a PMT flagged by an iterative clustering algo-
rithm for its high significance and proximity to other high-
significance PMTs). Within the SDP, the geometry of the
EAS (its impact parameterRp and in-plane inclination an-
gleψ) causes it to sequentially illuminate PMTs according
to

ti = t0+
Rp

c
tan

[

1
2
(π −ψ −αi)

]

, (2)

wheret0 is the time of closest approach,ti is the time of
the signal in PMTi, and αi is the PMT viewing angle
relative to the shower-core impact location. The geometry
parameters are determined by fitting Equation 2 to the
observed signal times of good PMTs. For the most reliable
reconstruction accuracy, our spectrum measurement data
set retains only those events whose reconstructed geometry
parameters pass several quality cuts, listed in Table 1.

The longitudinal development of an EAS, in terms of
the number of charged particlesNe as a function of slant
depthX (traversed atmospheric column density, measured
in g cm−2), can be described on average by the Gaisser-
Hillas (GH) formula [10],

Ne (X) = Nmax

(

X −X0

Xmax−X0

)

Xmax−X0
Λ

exp

(

Xmax−X
Λ

)

.

(3)
The four GH parameters (Nmax, Xmax, X0, andΛ) respec-
tively represent the maximum number of charged particles
in the shower, the slant depth of shower maximum, an off-
set in slant depth, and the characteristic interaction depth
between subsequent particle generations within the shower.
Because we don’t typically observe the beginning or end
of the shower, we are insensitive toX0 andΛ, so we have
fixed these parameters to values based on averages of fits
to showers generated by the cosmic-ray simulator COR-
SIKA [11]: X0 ≡ −100 g cm−2 andΛ ≡ 60 g cm−2. We
reconstruct the GH profile of a particular shower by sim-
ulating the detector’s response to a shower with a given
set of GH parameters, and varying those parameters un-
til the best agreement between the simulated and observed
time-integrated number of photoelectrons on a tube-by-
tube level is attained.

Our simulation of the FD signal produced by an air
shower consists of several parts in sequence. We divide the
shower into segments of equal slant depth∆X = 1 g cm−2.
where the atmospheric density profile is obtained from
nightly radiosonde measurements at the Salt Lake City In-
ternational Airport (SLC). The atmospheric energy deposit
for each segment is calculated from the GH formula ac-
cording to Nerlinget al. [12]. The fluorescence yield is
described by the FLASH spectrum [13], with the normal-
ization of Kakimotoet al. [14]. Each shower segment is
given a lateral density distribution via the NKG function
[15, 16]. In addition to fluorescence light, we calculate the
production of Cherenkov radiation along the shower tra-
jectory. We model the radiation transport en route from
the segment to the FD telescope mirrors, and calculate
each shower segment’s geometric acceptance via ray trac-
ing. The accepted photon fraction is oversampled by a fac-
tor of 10 over the observed flux to smooth out the fluctua-
tions from small-number statistics. From the arrival times
of photoelectrons produced in each PMT and the PMT im-
pulse response function, we simulate the FADC waveform
for each PMT including a night-sky background contribu-
tion.

Using the oversampled acceptance calculation itera-
tively, we define the best-fit GH profile parameters as the
ones that minimize the tube-by-tube difference between
the simulated and observed signals. If the interim best-fit
Xmax differs by more than 50 g cm−2 from the value used
in the most recent acceptance calculation, the acceptance
is recalculated using the new best-fit GH parameters. One
last acceptance calculation, oversampled by a factor of 20,
precedes the final profile fit. We then integrate the product
of the GH profile and the ionization los rate along the entire
shower track to obtain the calorimetric energyEcal of the
EAS. We make a correction based on CORSIKA simula-
tions for “missing” energy (carried away by neutrinos and
muons), which accounts for 7%–10% of the total UHECR
primary energy.

After profile reconstruction, we perform additional qual-
ity cuts (see Table 2). Some EAS events appear in the fi-
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Profile cut
Successful profile fit
First observed depth ≥ 150 g cm−2

Last observed depth ≤ 1200 g cm−2

Extent of observed depth≥ 150 g cm−2

Xmax bracketed

Table 2: Cuts used to select good data after the profile fit-
ting stage of the Black Rock Mesa and Long Ridge monoc-
ular analysis. The slant depth of shower maximumXmax

must be “bracketed” by appearing within the observed por-
tion of the track.
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Figure 1: The distribution of reconstructed primary ener-
gies (without cut on energy) of cosmic rays detected by
Black Rock Mesa (solid red line) and Long Ridge (dashed
blue line). Entries appearing in both distributions simul-
taneously are also shown (dotted line) by the geometric
mean of their two monocular reconstructed energies.

nal data sets of both FADC FD stations. We identify these
by looking for events coincident within a 200-µs window,
and to avoid double-counting them in the final merged data
set, we assign them the geometric mean of the two inde-
pendently reconstructed monocular energies. The per-site
distribution of reconstructed UHECR energies in our data
is shown in Figure 1, along with the distribution of mean
monocular energies for duplicate events.

To interpret the reconstructed-energy data, we calculate
the detector exposure in which the events in Figure 1 were
observed. The exposureξ (E) is the product of a detec-
tor’s live observing time and the energy-dependent aper-
ture, which is calculated by Monte Carlo simulation. The
BRM (LR) data set represents 2020.8 hours (1835.5 hours)
of good-weather observing time between April 2008 and
September 2011 (August 2011), though these values in-
clude a dead-time fraction of 7.8% (8.7%) that must be sub-
tracted.

The calculate the aperture, we simulate a realistic, al-
beit oversampled, flux of cosmic rays. We randomly gener-
ate EAS trajectories, energies, and primary particle species
according to previously measured distributions, and ran-
domly select an appropriately scaled set of GH parame-
ters from an existing library of CORSIKA showers corre-
sponding to the chosen shower properties. We then simu-
late the detector response to each random shower, while en-
suring that the aperture calculation employs the same distri-

Parameter Value
p1: 10.277±0.018
p2: 16.734±0.022
p3: 0.513±0.013
χ2 / degrees of freedom: 16.18/20

Table 3: The best-fit values for the exposureξ (E) in units
of km2 sr sec using Equation 4 in the range 17.7 ≤ ε ≤

20.0.

Parameter Value
Flux at 1 EeV (10−30eV−1m−2sr−1sec−1): 2.17±0.05
Power below ankle: 3.30±0.03
ε at ankle: 18.74±0.09
Power above ankle: 2.67±0.09
ε at cutoff: 19.50±0.14
Power above cutoff: 4.9±0.9
χ2 / degrees of freedom: 11.92/15

Table 4: The best-fit values for the combined spectrum
(Figure 2) using a continuous twice-broken power-law
function in the range 18.0≤ ε ≤ 20.1.

bution of detector calibrations and atmospheric conditions
as the observed data. The simulated PMT waveforms are
subjected to the same reconstruction routines and quality
cuts as the observed data. The acceptance is the ratio of suc-
cessfully reconstructed events in a particular energy range
to the number of showers simulated in that energy range,
and the aperture is the product of the acceptance and the
maximum aperture (the “volume” in which random shower
parameters were generated).

We calculate the exposures of BRM and LR separately,
and we also calculate the intersection of their exposures.
The combined exposure from the two FD sites is the sum of
the separate exposures, minus the intersection. To smooth
out fluctuations of a statistical origin, we fit the exposure
with the three-parameter function

log10ξ (E) = p1

(

1−exp

[

−
ε − p2

p3

])

(4)

where ε ≡ log10(E/eV). The best-fit parameters of the
exposure are given in Table 3.

The energy spectrum of the UHECR fluxJ(E) is the
ratio of the number of data events to the exposure. In theith

energy interval of width∆Ei and whereEi is the geometric
mean of the interval limits, there areni events, and

J (Ei) =
ni

ξ (Ei)∆Ei
. (5)

For clarity’s sake, we have multiplied the spectrum byE3

in Figure 2. For comparison, we also present the published
results from the MD FD and the SD ground array. Using a
binned maximum-likelihood fit, we determine parameters
for the twice-broken power law that best reproduces our
data (Figure 1) given our exposure (Table 3). These param-
eters appear in Table 4.

To obtain a unified Telescope Array measurement of the
UHECR spectrum in monocular mode, we combine our
FADC-based FD result with the independent measurement
performed using the MD FD [4]. To combine these mea-
surements properly, we merge their observed UHECR data
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Figure 2: The spectrum from the data and exposure of
the combined Black Rock Mesa and Long Ridge FDs,
with a twice-broken power-law fit (parameters given in Ta-
ble 4). Included for comparison are two other spectrum
measurements by Telescope Array analyses: the Middle
Drum FD (green diamonds) [4], and the surface detector
array (brown crosses) [2].

sets (an event observed by more than one detector enter
the merged data set with the geometric mean of its mea-
sured energies) and their respective exposures. Combining
the exposures requires that we account for their intersec-
tion, which we estimate via the energy-dependent fraction
of events in the MD data set seen by at least one other de-
tector. The resulting TA FD monocular spectrum is shown
in Figure 3, with the SD spectrum [2].

The combined monocular spectrum is in good agree-
ment with the SD spectrum, both in terms of the energy
scale and the overall normalization. This agreement, given
the almost complete independence of systematic uncertain-
ties in FD and SD analysis, provides a strong corrobora-
tion for the SD spectrum in the energy range where both
measurements have the support of abundant statistics, and
reinforces the SD observation of phenomena at the highest
energies (i.e., the GZK suppression [3]).
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Figure 3: The spectrum produced from the combined data
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Middle Drum FDs (filled circles), with the SD array spec-
trum [2] (open triangles) included for comparison.
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